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OCTAHEDRON-LIKE CRYSTALS OF CALCITE*

Waroruan T. Scrr.rr.r,nn,
Geological Survey, Washington, D. C.

Among the manifold habits shown by calcite, that of the combination
of the base c{0001} with a rhombohedron, yierding an eight-sided solid,
is not common. out of 2544 combinations ilustrated in Gordschmidt's
Atlas der Kristalformen,l only 26 show only the base and a rhombohedron.
rf the angle (0001) (h\Ixt) isclose to 70o, and if the intersection of opposite
faces is a point and not a line, then every face is a triangre and the ciystal
closely resembles an octahedron.

Frc. 1. octahedron-rike crystals of calcite from the Magdalena district,
New Mexico. Enlarged two diameters.

* Published by permission of the Director, united States Geologicar survey.L TaJeln, Band 2, plates 2-155 (1913).
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This combination of the base (two faces) and a steep rhombohedron

(six faces) simulates an octahedron in shape, especially if the faces of the

base and rhombohedron are triangular in shape and of equal size. Simi-

lar combinations have been noted on a number of minerals such as those

of the jarosite group2 with cAs loz2-ll:70o53' and sAs':70"11' for

jarosite, as coquimbite with c Ao 130321 : 69"42', and o 7\o/ : 7 1"22', and

as tincalconite to which the name "octahedral borax" is commonly ap-

plied to the artif icial salt, with c,\r{1011} :62"53'.

A crystal of the octahedron-like calcite from the Magdalena district

was adjusted on the two circle goniometer in polar position by cleaving

off three bright smooth surfaces of r[1011]. The average p angle of the

negative rhombohedron4l044l ] present on these crystals was measured

as 76o38' (l imits 74"04'-?7"42'). The p angle for ql044l I for calcite is

75"47"which is close to the octahedral angle ol 70"32',. The faces of c and

q are to a large extent covered with drusy layers of later minute scaleno-

hedral crystals of calcite, the faces of c more completely than those of 4

which are uneven and slightly rounded. The scalenohedrorr of the drusy

Iayers is the positive form E{4156} in Gr position, or l2l32l in G2 posi-

tion, if they are in parallel growth with the octahedrallike crystals, as

seems probable. The average of the measurements of the six faces of E is

d:  11o38' ,  p :37"23'  (ca lc .  4:  10"54' ,  p :37 '00 ' ) '

The combinat ion 100011,  {03311 wi th a p angle for  [03311 of  7 l '2O'

would simulate an octahedron even closer. A rhombohedron with indices

t0.n'h.8|, with p:70"25', would yield a combination with {0001}

which could, hardly be distinguished fron an octahedron (70"32') by gonio-

metric measurement.
Of the 26 combinations of the base and a rhombohedron for calcite

listed by Goldschmidt, 80 per cent are a negative rhombohedron, dis-

tributed as follows:

{0332}
l022rl
{ os51 }
All others

16 per cent

28 per cent
12 per cent

24 per cent

80 per cent

The combination [0001 ] , {0441 } is not l isted by Goldschmidt'

The positive rhombohedra (20 per cent) are {4041 } and { 1011 } '

For dolomite, the combination of the base and a rhombohedron is of

similar relative scarcity. Out of 102 combinations illustrated by Gold-

schmidt only two show such a combination, one with { 1011} and one with

2 Particularly well shown by the equant octahedral-like crystals of plumbojarosite from

the Tintic Standard mine, Dividend, Utah.
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{4041}. since Goldschmidt's Atlas was published, octahedron-like crys-
tals of dolomite, up to f inch in thickness have been found in New Mex-
icos and George L. English kindly sent the writer a similar smaller black
crystal of dolomite from Spain. The angle c{0001 | AM 14041 } was meas-
ured as 75f'on the crystals of dolomite from New Mexico.

of the four known localities of such octahedron-like crystals of dolo-
mite, the rhombohedra are all positive, whereas in the majority of the
occurrences for calcite (80 per cent), the rhombohedra are negative.
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super-structures based on silica frameworks. The speaker,s abstract of his talk follows:

Trm TnrlvlrtrE Ptonr,ou

crystals of tridymite from Plumas county, california, have been investigated by the
weissenberg method. The diffraction symmetry of the low form is mmm. rt is based upon a
face-centered orthorhombic lattice, the cell having the following dimensions:

a:  9.91 ,4
b : 1 7  . r 8  A
c:81.57 , {

Possible space groups inchtd. Fmm, Fmmm and. F222. The abnormal length of the c axis
prompted investigation of tridvmite from other iocalities. A sample from san cristobal,
Mexico, was found to have the same o and D axes, but the c axis was one-half as long. The c
axis rotation pattems o{ the two materials were substantially identical as regards distribu-
tion and relative intensities of aII reflections, except that the intermediate layer lines found
on the pattern of the Plumas county material rvere missing on the pattern of the San cri-
stobal material.

spectroscopic and chemical analyses of the plumas county tridymite indicate a high
impurity content' with an empirical formula approximating NacaAlaSirsom. The pres-
ence of the impurity atoms is believed to be the cause of the doubled c axis.

Attempts were made using a controlled-temperature Weissenberg camera to locate the
two inversions of tridymite at 117' c. and 163o c. as determined byFenner from thermal ob-
servations on pure, artificial material. The Plumas County material inverted directly from
the low form to the high form at 127" c. with no evidence of a middle form. The tridymite
from San cristobal showed two inversions, Iow to middle at l2l" c. and middle to high at
135'c. Theabsenceof a middle formin the case of theplumas countv material and the

s The Mineralogi.sr (Oregon), 7, 385 (1939).


